Abstract. We give some real polynomials in two variables of degrees 4, 5 and 6 whose hessian curves have more connected components than had been known previously. In particular, we give a quartic polynomial whose hessian curve has 4 compact connected components (ovals), a quintic whose hessian curve has 8 ovals, and a sextic whose hessian curve has 11 ovals and 2 unbounded components. We discuss the possible topology of parabolic curves for surfaces arising as graphs of real polynomials in two variables.
Introduction
The parabolic curve on a generic smooth surface S embedded in real three-dimensional space consists of points with zero Gaussian curvature. It separates elliptic points (whose curvature is positive) from hyperbolic points (whose curvature is negative). If S is expressed locally as the graph z = f (x, y) of a smooth function f , then the sign of its hessian determinant Hess(f ) := f xx f xy f yx f yy = f xx f yy − f 2 xy , equals the sign of its curvature at the corresponding point. Thus the parabolic curve is the image under f of its hessian curve, which is defined by Hess(f ) = 0. When the surface S is the graph of a polynomial f ∈ R[x, y], this local description is global, and so questions about the disposition of the parabolic curve on S are equivalent to the same questions about the hessian curve in R 2 . Harnack proved [2] that a smooth plane curve of degree d has at most 1 + ovals and d unbounded components. These numbers of components are reached by Harnack curves, which have one component that meets the line at infinity in d points. We are interested in the possible number and disposition of the components of the hessian curve in R 2 of a polynomial f ∈ R[x, y] of degree n. The hessian of f has degree at most 2n − 4 and Harnack's Theorem implies that the hessian curve (if it is compact) has at most (2n−5)(n−3)+1 ovals and if it is non-compact, it has at most (2n−5)(n−3) ovals and 2n−4 unbounded components.
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When n exceeds 4, the degree 2n−4 of the hessian exceeds n. Simple dimension counting shows that not all polynomials of degree 2n−4 arise as hessians of polynomials of degree n. Thus we are not assured that all topological types of plane curves of degree 2n−4 can be achieved by hessians curves of degree n. If we set g 1 := (fxx+fyy) 2 and g 2 :=
xy is a difference of three squares of polynomials of degree at most n−2. This may lead to some restriction on the possible topology of hessian curves. However, we know of no restrictions on the topology of hessian curves, besides those which hold for all real curves.
On the other hand, we know of no general techniques for constructing hessian curves with prescribed topology. One of us (Ortiz) investigated this question [4, 5] and constructed polynomials f ∈ R[x, y] of degree n whose hessians had n−1 2 ovals. When n is 4, 5, and 6, these numbers are 3, 6, and 10, respectively. We did not know if it is possible for a hessian curve to achieve the Harnack bound, or more generally, which topological types are possible for hessian curves.
Here, we present a quartic polynomial f whose hessian achieves the Harnack bound of 4 ovals, a quintic whose hessian has 8 ovals, a sextic whose hessian has 11 ovals and 2 unbounded components, as well as further examples of quartics, quintics, and sextics. These examples show that hessian curves can have more ovals than was previously known. They were found in a computer search which used over 1 year of CPU time, thereby giving some insight about the likelihood of the existence of hessian curves achieving the Harnack bound. Our method was to generate a polynomial, compute its hessian, and then compute an upper bound on its number of ovals in RP 2 . Polynomials whose upper bound was at least 4, 8, and 11 (for quartics, quintics, and sextics, respectively) were saved for further study. This upper bound was one-half the minimum number of real critical points of a projection to one of the axes, as each oval in RP 2 contributes at least two critical points to the projection. The further investigation largely involved viewing pictures of these potentially interesting hessians. In all, only a few hundred polynomials warranted such further scrutiny.
For example, we examined the hessians of 40 million quintics and found none with more than 8 ovals, as well as 40 million sextics and found none whose hessian had more than 12 ovals in RP 2 . This suggests that it may not be possible for hessian curves of degree 6 and 8 to achieve the Harnack bound. Further pictures and computer code are at the web page A different approach to such questions, which we do not take, is to consider restrictions on the topology of a surface imposed by the topology of its parabolic curve. This is similar to the restrictions on rational curves imposed having all flexes real [3] .
Hessian curves with many ovals
We begin with the following observation about hessian polynomials.
Proposition 1.
A polynomial h(x, y) is a hessian of some polynomial f if and only if there exist polynomials p, q, r such that p y = q x , q y = r x , and h = pr − q 2 .
Proof
An oval is a smooth component of a curve whose removal separates RP 2 . All components of a smooth curve of even degree are ovals, and smooth compact components in R 2 are ovals.
Theorem 2.
There exists a real polynomial of degree 4 in two variables whose hessian curve is smooth, compact, and has exactly 4 connected components.
Proof. Let f be the polynomial
If we divide its hessian by −4, we obtain the polynomial h := 25 − 134x − 374y + 91x 2 + 948xy + 1137y 2 + 429x 3 + 612x 2 y − 2313xy 2 − 876y
We claim that the hessian curve, h(x, y) = 0, is a compact smooth curve in R 2 with exactly 4 connected components. A visual proof is provided by the picture of the hessian curve in Figure 1 . This was drawn by Maple using its implicitplot function with a mesh of size , h(2, 2) = −8508, and h(2, −1) = −6828 .
Next, we shall prove that the polynomial h, when restricted to the three lines of Figure 1 ,
, and ℓ 3 : x = − 2 5 , as well as the line ℓ ∞ at infinity, z = 0, takes only positive values. Given this claim, we deduce that the hessian curve h = 0 has four ovals and is smooth. Indeed, the lines ℓ ∞ , ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , and ℓ 3 divide RP 2 into 7 components. Since h is strictly positive on these lines but is negative at the four points indicated, which lie in different regions, the hessian curve h = 0 is compact and has at least one component in each region surrounding one of the four points. We remark that none of these components is a point. Since 4 is the maximum number of connected components of a quartic, h = 0 has exactly four connected components. This also implies that h is smooth.
To prove the claim about positivity, we note that as h contains the monomial term 63x 4 , it is positive at one point on the line at infinity. We show that h does not vanish on any of these lines, which will imply that it is positive on all four lines. For this, we invoke a classical characterization of when a univariate quartic has no real zeroes. References may be found, for example in [1, §71] .
Given a univariate quartic polynomial of the form
We do not include proofs of our assertions about the remaining hessian curves, but do give pictures. Figure 2(a) Figure 2 . Hessians of quartics million quartics, we did not find one whose hessian curve achieves the Harnack bound of 3 ovals and four unbounded components. Figure 3 (a) displays the hessian curve of the quintic
which is compact with 8 ovals.
(a) (b) Figure 3 . Hessians of quintics which has 10 ovals and 4 unbounded components. Both hessian curves have 12 ovals in RP 2 . Despite examining 40 million sextics, we did not find any sextics whose hessian curves had more than 11 ovals in RP 2 . These last two examples are pertubations of a sextic found in the search whose hessian curve had 11 ovals.
(a) (b) Figure 5 . Hessians of sextics
